LADIES CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL – Catherine Holland (black shirt) v Tricia Watson (purple shirt)
Game 1. In her second final of the day Catherine was up against Tricia
Watson. Tricia won the spin and then aced the first point of the match
with a good serve. The first rallies were short and points exchanged as
both players tried to find some rhythm. Catherine was at 4-3 and Tricia
took some initiative and some good drops moving to 6-4. The next
three points produced some better rallies with Tricia opening up an 8-5
advantage. Catherine found a couple of good cross-courts and a reverse
boast to level the game at 8 all. Tricia again produced a couple of good
drops to go to game ball. Catherine responded with a drop and a deep
backhand drive to level at 10 all. Tricia played a nervous drop to the
front which Catherine countered with a straight drive passing Tricia
securing a game ball for Catherine which she held and closed out the
first game 12-10.
Game 2. The second game started with some scrappy play and errors
from both players as the game moved to 5 all. Catherine then found
some rhythm and took control of the game moving Tricia round the
court. Some good rallies and some clean execution of the right shot
from the openings that Catherine created. Catherine moved through to
close out the second game 11-6, now in a 2-0 lead.
Game 3. Catherine started the third by serving out and Tricia took the
first four points aided with some tins from Catherine to go 4-1 up.
Catherine lost focus and Tricia took advantage with some good serves. Tricia quickly closed out the game 11-2.
Game 4. Catherine took stock maybe the last game a result of this being her second match, and started the
third game with a great volley kill into the front right hand corner. Catherine then found a clinical run of points
putting Tricia under pressure across the court. Catherine moved to 7-0 Tricia stopped the run with a drop to
take a point, but Catherine was not to be stopped and quickly closed out the game 11-1 and the match 3-1.
Catherine Holland Won 3-1: 12-10, 11-6, 2-11, 11-1

